GUARDSMAN™
CASES

1016HW

1018HW

See chart below for more case sizes and models.

1013

Stock Guardsman™ Cases
Heavy-duty cases, great for shipping, transporting and protecting your equipment.
Tested for vibrations, water resistance, tumbling and drops to meet ATA 300, category 1 specifications.
Your equipment will be protected under the most difficult conditions!
Heavy-duty aluminum rim and gasket, full-length piano hinge, spring-loaded handle and recessed
hardware are designed to withstand difficult shipping and transportation conditions.
Significantly better performance and lighter weight than plywood ATA cases.
Get superior protection and travel light with heavy-duty black HMW polyethylene material with unique
continuous industrial frame based on Platt’s patented Guardsman™ design and construction. Provides
the best in high-impact strength, durability, crack resistance and chemical resistance.
Cases include built-in TSA accepted combination lock to keep your case contents secure while
traveling.
Guardsman™ cases with “L” suffix are only lined with high density foam.
Guardsman™ cases with “F” suffix are lined with high density foam and filled with solid foam layers to
configure for your needs, or have Platt customize foam for a perfect fit.+
Guardsman™ cases come standard in black. Safety yellow, gray, orange and blue are also available.

+Minimum quantities may apply for custom foam.
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All of these cases come with Built-in TSA Accepted Lock.

Using the TSA Accepted
lock allows your luggage to
be unlocked and inspected
by security authorities
without damage.

*Airline Carry-on size.
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Custom Guardsman™ Cases
Experience and innovation makes Platt the leader – since 1921 – in the custom case industry.
Our product development team and experienced engineering staff have the knowledge to create
a custom solution to fit your unique requirements. Leverage the expertise of our engineers to
develop a solution for your branding, shipping, protection and organization needs.
Customized to your specific needs, these heavyduty cases are strong but lightweight shipping cases
ideal for computer, video, audio, medical, electronic
instrumentation and industrial equipment.
All orders, in quantities as few as one case, are quoted
by Platt depending on size, foam interiors, other options
and quantity.
Construction features HMW polyethylene thermoplastic
sheets bent to size and use our unique continuous frame
construction for maximum strength and durability.
Cases include full-length piano hinge, recessed springloaded handle and latches.
Cases are available with built-in wheels and telescoping
handle.
Foam interiors can be made to your individual
requirements using any type of foam, including
polyurethane foam, polyethylene foam, low abrasion, or
anti-static foam.
Options include different colors, stacking studs,
TSA accepted combination lock, fixed or removable
casters, wheels and telescoping handle, key lock, and
padlockable latches.
Brand the exterior of your case with custom aluminum
nameplates
Platt’s Guardsman™ cases are available in black, safety
yellow, gray, orange and blue. Other special colors
are available with minimum order requirements. Also
available as a Jetalum™ all aluminum construction.
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